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Annual Report 2019-2020
Overview
Estuary Care Foundation has established a broad range of projects, thanks to its network of
volunteers and supporters, enthusiasm for the tasks at hand, and investments from various funding
organisations. Community engagement (including knowledge-sharing and arts-based initiatives),
great returns on investment and willingness to trial innovative approaches, are hallmarks of its
operations.
The core purpose of the Estuary Care Foundation is to conserve, protect, enhance and promote the
ecology of the Port River and Barker Inlet Estuary. Its Aims and Objectives are:
Aims

Objectives

Habitat Restoration

Shellfish Reefs: Restoring shellfish reefs.
Seagrass Meadows: Restoring seagrass meadows.
Living Shorelines: Developing living shorelines.
Communities: Sharing knowledge and experiences.
Practitioners: Exciting and enabling contributors.
Research: Facilitating world class research.

Community Engagement

Between July 2019 and March 2020, before the restrictions of COVID-19, the Foundation worked on
planning and implementing key trials, securing new grants, and undertaking community education
initiatives:
•

Port River Shellfish Restoration Trial – an extension of the inner harbour reef for native oysters,
with a further 80 coir bags of clean recycled shell and 88 native oysters, plus maintenance of
remaining oyster stock in baskets. Scallops, oyster spat, small fish and blue swimmer crabs were
found on the reef.

•

Nature-based Shoreline Protection in the Inner Harbour – securing remaining approvals and
implementing a trial to establish an intertidal shellfish reef, using 110 coir bags of recycled shell
and translocated mangrove seedlings to reduce wave impact on the shoreline. The bags remained
secured and there was a 30% success rate with the mangrove seedlings before higher winter tides
limited access to the shoreline.

Mike Burrell, Phill McPeake, Craig Robertson and Steve Reynolds install bags 15.10.19
Peri Coleman, Chris Gates and Helen Macilwain transplant mangrove seedlings 30.10.19
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•

Living Seawall Tiles Trial – securing a Renewal SA permit and installing 22 Living Seawall Tiles on
2 frames, on inner harbour wharf wall to increase the intertidal surface area and hence the
diversity of microhabitats available on a seawall; to enhance the biodiversity of the wall and
marine environment of the inner harbour.

•

Seagrass monitoring – continuing some formal, and mostly informal, monitoring of the extension
of the Zostera along the west side of Torrens Island.

•

Grants – The Foundation received grant support from the Coasts and Marine team of AML NRM
(now Green Adelaide) in 2019/20 to support inner harbour restoration projects. In January 2020,
the Foundation secured a $20K Commonwealth Communities Environment Program grant, to
clean up industrial, maritime and household waste along the Port River. In April, ECF won a small
AML NRM Community Environment Grant for training and equipment for leading guided walks.

•

Community education – in August 2019, the Foundation presented a Science Week event with
interstate speakers on Living Seawall Tiles and a SALA exhibition Beauty in Design: Learning from
Nature at the Folklore Café. During 2019 and 2020, ECF worked with Council staff to develop a
self-guided Environmental Walk on the Visit Port Adelaide App.

While COVID-19 limited the opportunities to engage volunteers in field work, and led to the
cancellation of History Week 2020, ECF concentrated on community education and redirecting and
accessing more grants for those projects. Two small City of Port Adelaide Enfield grants were won, a
YouTube channel created and two films commissioned that ECF looks forward to sharing with the
community in 2020-21.

Phill McPeake, Marine Life Society contributed extensively to ECF onsite trials while ECF volunteer
Rae Nunan was actively engaged in ECF’s community education initiatives.
More information about ECF projects and up-to-date news is available at their website
https://estuary.org.au
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Habitat Restoration Programs
Shellfish
Port River Shellfish Restoration Project
This work commenced in 2016-17 to see if native oysters, Ostrea angasi, which were once prolific in
the estuary - can survive in oyster baskets, and if those oysters could then survive on reefs and
spawn (to produce baby oysters). Early success, with adult oysters and then spat deployed in
baskets, led to the establishment of a trial reef (Shellfish Reef 1) north east of Jervois Bridge in
December 2018-January 19.
Some trial sites are maintained (e.g. Flinders Ports, Sub Corp and North Haven), with baskets
checked, cleaned and changed as required, and are used to grow oysters for relocation to trial reefs.
The adult oysters and spat (now juveniles) are doing well, although an introduced pest found in the
area since the 1980s (the colonial bryozoan, Zoobotryon verticillatum) has been found, at times, on
bags and pontoons. Volunteer scuba divers from BSAC Adelaide have taken photos and video of the
trial reef and observed live adult oysters, schools of fish, blue-swimmer crabs and possibly an
octopus.
Special thanks to Dave Jackson, President BSAC and Phill McPeake, Marine Life Society for their work
in monitoring the reef. Also, to Rae Nunan, ECF volunteer, Steve Reynolds, President Marine Life
Society, and Alan Fletcher at Sub Corp for continuing to monitor and clean baskets at trial sites.
Approval was granted by PIRSA to extend the reef with another eighty bags. Volunteers from ECF
and Conservation Volunteers Australia (CVA) filled the bags with shell at Ardrossan and Wingfield.
The reef was installed in February 2020 along with eighty eight adult oysters from trial sites by ECF
volunteers and BSAC Adelaide divers. Site monitoring revealed that masses of native oysters
subsequently grew on the site but died when at about 8-10 mm in size. Healthy scallops and jingles
were also found.

Dave and Chris from BSAC prepare to dive as Craig, David and Catherine clean the oysters
being transferred from baskets to reef.
A video of the reef is available on Youtube.
A further small reef is now planned via Portside Christian College. ECF is holding 35 coir bags for
them and has applied for a permit from PIRSA. The College has developed and deployed an
AusOcean rig at what will become Shellfish Reef 2. It is the first rig built by a school to be deployed
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and will help to monitor the reef. The College proposes to build a second rig (for Shellfish Reef 1) and
donations to ECF will be used to assist them. Rigs to monitor seagrass in the Port River and Barker
Inlet, built by Westminster College, have been delayed.
An abstract (Port River Shellfish Restoration Project: Four Years of Community Action) was accepted
for presentation at the International Shellfish Reef Restoration Conference, but the conference has
now been delayed. Similarly, a visit and public talk from Celine Gamble, the Native Oyster Network
(UK & Ireland) Coordinator, Zoological Society of London, has also been postponed.

Seagrass
Seagrass Restoration Trial, at Snowden’s Beach north.
An innovative trial of seagrass (Zostera) restoration techniques was attempted at Snowden’s Beach
in 2018, with a Coast Protection Board grant and the support of Assoc. Prof. Jason Tanner (SARDI).
After the trial failed in 2018-19 Jason Tanner has been funded to explore more successful techniques
for Zostera establishment. Given the technical and practical challenges of the original trial it has
been decided to hold-off on further work until Jason’s work is more advanced.
Seagrass monitoring
Some monitoring of seagrass along Torrens Island has been undertaken, thanks to volunteer Steve
Papp. It has proved more effective to organise monitoring via land (Torrens Island), rather than by
kayaks with the complexity of tides, weather and volunteer availability. COVID-19 and some siteaccess restrictions have curtailed this work, but anecdotally it seems Zostera is doing well. Steve
posted photos of Port River seagrass to Seagrass Spotter, as part of an international competition
and, in collaboration with DEW, our seagrass monitoring records will now be stored in the Biological
Database of SA, including records taken in late 2018.
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Shores
Inner harbour shoreline protection trial
Final approvals (from PIRSA and DEW) were obtained, and field works planned and implemented to
trial the establishment of a ‘living shoreline’ by deploying bagged shell (for an intertidal reef) in
October. Mangrove seedlings were transplanted in November.
Organisation and works included:
• Printing and erecting temporary metal signs by New Port Quays and delivering fliers to nearby
residents.
• Council support to store supplies for trial at their Willochra St, Depot.
• Support from Dennis Transport to sort and transfer shell from SA growers, transported in
bulker bags from Port Lincoln, to coir bags at their premises.
• Organising resources (volunteers, punt and trailer) to deploy bags and posts along the
shoreline.
• Organising volunteers to work with ecologist Peri Coleman to collect 153 mangrove seedlings
from Mutton Cove and transplant them.
• Supplying materials (3 bags, 12 posts and rope) to Portside Christian College so their students
could contribute to the trial.
• Working with DEW so that our mangrove translocation records can be stored in the Biological
Database of SA.

Trav Howson, Catherine McMahon, Mike Burrell, Craig Robertson & Phill McPeake with loaded bags;
Chris Gates with mangrove seedling to transplant
Initial indications are that the trial has begun well. Protective bags are holding well and just under a
third of the transplanted mangroves have survived. Final reporting requirements to the Native
Vegetation Council are to be met, and monitoring data is to be uploaded to the Biological Database
of SA.
Living Seawall Tiles
Living Seawall Tiles is an innovative project, first undertaken in Sydney Harbour, to provide substrate
for marine organisms, increasing the local biodiversity in the intertidal zone. The tiles are designed
using 3d printing technology and they mimic ecological processes, creating ‘Rockpools’,
‘Honeycomb’, ‘Swim Through’ and Crevices’ tiles.
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They were developed by the Sydney Institute of Marine Sciences and Reef Design Lab.
While the original intent was to deploy ECF’s Living Seawall Tiles onto the concrete wharf wall, by
the Archie Badenoch, it was resolved with Renewal SA to attach the tiles to frames. This was to avoid
more bolts in the wall and potential damage to the wall.
Two frames, each with eleven tiles, have been designed by Alex Goad (Reef Design Lab) in
consultation with GWA Mechanical Engineering Consultants (who advise Renewal SA), and Maritime
Constructions (contractor). The frames were constructed and installed in February 2020 by Maritime
Constructions, with a permit from Renewal SA. Funding was provided by AMLR NRM. There are also
four display tiles above the high tide mark.

ECF volunteers and supporters check out the tiles, after volunteer celebration 12.2.20
Unfortunately, galvanic corrosion has been a problem with the east frame. It was replaced in May
2020, but the problem re-occurred. Through a trial with some small aluminium plates, suggested by
volunteer Phill McPeake, it is hoped that a solution can be found between the parties.
Mutton Cove
Mutton Cove was ECF’s first intended trial site of a Living Shoreline and a key reason for the
formation of the Foundation in 2016. Unfortunately, a major storm in May 2016 broke the seawall
along Mutton Cove and so the trial never proceeded. Subsequently Mutton Cove has been
inundated by tidal flows, mangroves are displacing samphires and the inner walls are eroding.
Peri Coleman was commissioned by ECF to prepare a report, ‘Investigation and Review of Living
Shoreline Projects at Mutton Cove’, which was shared with Australian Naval Infrastructure (ANI), Sub
Corp, Council and local advocates working with ANI.
ANI, Council, Flinders Ports and DEW formed a steering committee in 2020 to guide planning for the
area and will fund the development of a master plan, that will determine whether the outer seawall
could/should be reinstated or other options pursued. This includes establishing Living Shorelines
along the inner walls.
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Andrea Shaw (from ANI) presented online to a Port Environment Forum in May 2020, and reported
that community consultation will be undertaken and managed by Oxigen, to inform the master plan.
Shoreline Clean-up
The Foundation in January 2020 secured a $20K Commonwealth grant, through the Communities
Environment Program, to clean up industrial, maritime and household waste along the Port River.
The Commonwealth Government allocated $150K per electorate for on-ground environment works
and our local Federal MP, Mark Butler, invited ECF to apply. Waste to the north and south of
Snowden’s boat ramp are the priority areas for the Clean Up.

The aim is to minimise the amount that goes to landfill with materials to be relocated or repurposed
where possible. Contact was made with nearby sports and recreation clubs, and local arts
organisations, for their input into how the maritime materials might be used.
Doug Bowers, a retired civil engineer, advised ECF and Renewal SA not to remove the former wharf
pylons at Snowden’s south, by the Rowing Club, since they are affectively acting as sand trap
groynes, to maintain the beach.
Implementing the grant was delayed due to COVID-19 restrictions on volunteers gathering,
scheduling around tides, contractor work commitments and community consultation. The
completion of work stabilising the northern shoreline, commissioned by Renewal SA, was another
pre-requisite.
Port River Future
ECF was formed because of the impending risks along the Port River from flooding, arising from sea
level rise and land subsidence, and to undertake nature-based trials to address this.
Doug Bowers developed some mud maps for ECF, highlighting areas of most immediate risk along
the River. One of those areas is around Gallery Yampu and Doug developed a concept plan, that was
then shared for input with local arts and PAREPG contacts.
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The Foundation also monitors initiatives that will affect the local environment and community and
seeks to achieve improved protection:
Council released a 2018 Coastal and Inundation Modelling Phase 3 Report, by Tonkin Consulting,
which outlined the need to upgrade the Gillman tidal gate and proposed planning for a Port Adelaide
Sea Wall in 2020-2025 and construction in 2025-2030.
Flinders Ports is working on a 50 year master plan to support their operations.
Council and the State Government secured a National Disaster Resilience Program grant that looks
at modelling possible flooding outcomes.
Port Adelaide River Waterfront Public Realm Design Guidelines are under development by the City of
port Adelaide Enfield. ECF was consulted and stressed the importance in the design guidelines of
anticipating the impacts of climate change. ECF promoted the concept of the river as a uniting
theme and the need for public open space around the inner harbour.
Seasonal Swimming Facility
One of the original goals of the Port River Shellfish Restoration project was to achieve a community
swimming facility since a swimmable river is a guide to the health of the River. The North Haven Surf
Life Saving Club has also been seeking a swimming facility and resurrected The Long Swim in the
inner harbour in 2017.
Tidal/ocean pools are highly valued community facilities in countries including Australia, UK, USA,
South Africa, the Mediterranean and New Zealand. Harbour pools where they exist e.g. in
Copenhagen, provide a wonderful drawcard for tourists and locals, and demonstrate a high standard
of water quality.
Consultation initiated by ECF, involving Council and the North Haven Surf Life Saving Club, resulted in
the Foundation developing a joint submission, with NH SLSC, to SA Water’s Sponsorship program for
a feasibility study into a seasonal swimming facility for the Port River. The proposal is for UNSW’s
Water Research Laboratory to undertake a coastal engineering scoping study for a tidal swimming
facility in the inner harbour, between the Derek Diver bridge and the Jervois Bridge.
The design of the Port River pool can be informed by experience of existing tidal pools including
those with netted/slatted enclosures (fixed or floating) such as those at Little Manly and Manly
Cove.
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Community Engagement – Linking people and knowledge
Community Action
Major Events
Science Week

A Science Week event was held at Port Adelaide Town Hall, August 19th, 2019. Maria Vozzo
(Sydney Institute of Marine Science - living seawalls researcher)and Alex Goad (Reef Design
Lab - supplier of the seawall tiles) gave a public address.

SALA Exhibition
A SALA exhibition Beauty in Design: Learning from Nature was held at Folklore Café during August
2019.
The exhibition celebrated the beauty of nature’s design in the life of the Port River and processes of
nature that inform ECF’s restoration projects.
The exhibition included photographs of Alex Goad’s seawall tile designs, photographs by Kym
Murphy, botanical drawings by Peri Coleman, material portholes using natural dyes by Rebecca
Phyland and structural drawings by Phill McPeake.
No similar event was planned for 2020 due to uncertainty re COVID-19, though online events were
possible.
History Festival
The History Festival was cancelled this year. Sadly, Michonne Wine Bar, who partnered with ECF in
2019 to offer Port Oyster Tales, has closed their business so will not be available in future years. We
thank them for their past support.
Visit Port Adelaide App – Environment Walk
During 2019 and 2020 Foundation volunteers have been developing, in conjunction with Council
staff, an Environment Walk for the City of Port Adelaide Enfield’s Visit Port Adelaide app. Highlights
and locations were identified, Rae Nunan and Catherine McMahon researched and drafted the text
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and Kym Murphy took the required photographs. The walk focuses on ‘assets’ of the natural
environment and on ECF restoration trials.

Rae Nunan and Kym Murphy
A grant was sought from Council for three signs to supplement the App, about Living Shorelines,
Coastal Birds and Mangroves.
Additionally, AMLR NRM provided funds for equipment and training for ECF volunteers to lead walks
around the inner harbour, providing a guided version of the walk on the app. A suitable consultant is
being sought to train ECF volunteer guides.
Flinders Ports have undertaken to install a working tidal gauge back into the Tidal Recorder Shed in
the inner harbour, in proximity to the Glanville Railway Station. This will provide another site for the
Environment Walk and allow new measures to supplement measurements from the previously
decommissioned gauge and add to historical records that began around 1880.
Port River ‘Impressions’
Peri Coleman was commissioned to prepare a series of drawings to accompany some short word
impressions about the River in a ‘book’ that may be published online and/or in hard cover, thanks to
grant funds from AMLR NRM Coasts and Marine team.
Port River Encounter - film
The Foundation was keen to commission a short film about the Port River, highlighting the natural
environment, and how the River and Barker Inlet are linked to the Gulf and support a wide variety of
living organisms.
An application was made for a Science Week grant and when that was unsuccessful, support was
sought via a COVID Grant from the City of Port Adelaide Enfield. Darryl Poole, of It’s Port Adelaide &
PAE People, was asked to collaborate with ECF since Darryl’s photographs and film interviews reflect
a beautiful connection and understanding of Port Adelaide and its surrounds.
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YouTube
COVID-19 provided impetus to ECF to share online content, with the creation of an ECF YouTube
channel. ECF volunteers contributed short videos about ECF restoration trials and the local natural
environment.
Displays, Presentations & Events
During the year, Estuary Care Foundation was involved in providing displays or presentations at:
• Tennyson Dunes Open Day.
• SA Herb Society.
• Environmental Institute of Australia and New Zealand conference group doing a field trip at Port
Adelaide.
• Science in the Sanctuary, organised by Adelaide Dolphin Sanctuary as part of the Dolphin &
Shorebird Festival.
• A lunchtime presentation, Living Seawall Project – Up Close, targeted at Council and nearby
State Government workers, with Port Environment Centre. The Mayor and diverse Council staff
were among attendees.
• Adelaide University Geography students at Mutton Cove about Living Shorelines

PAE People also did a video profile piece on the Foundation’s Executive Officer (Catherine
McMahon) that was shared via Council’s and ECF’s Facebook pages, telling the story of the
Foundation’s formation, projects and volunteers.
The Foundation was represented at:
• NRM event at Marble Hill thanking volunteers
• SA Coastal Conference representing ECF and as organising committee member.
• SA Seagrass Symposium on December 11th representing ECF.
Advice & Support
The role and performance of Estuary Care Foundation has resulted in representatives being invited
to provide advice, including:
• Speaking to to consultants engaged by Council to develop a Communications Plan for Adapt West.
• Joining the SA Government’s Blue Infrastructure Working Group (BIWG), a ‘high level cross agency
group’ (The Nature Conservancy, DEW, and PIRSA) overseeing oyster reef restoration projects in
SA.
• Being consulted by Council staff about the Port Adelaide River Waterfront Public Realm Design
Guidelines
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Practitioners
Volunteers
Volunteers are crucial to the success of Estuary Care Foundation and more than 20 volunteers
gathered at Folklore Café to celebrate their efforts. Volunteers from other organisations, such as
Marine Life Society and BSAC Adelaide, continue to assist ECF with our projects.
Key contributors in 2019-20 continue to be Rae Nunan (community education and shellfish
restoration), Phill McPeake (project management support, trouble shooting and provision of his boat
and boating skills), Kym Murphy (photographs), Tom Lindley-Donaldson (design), Steve Reynolds
(multiple projects), Dave Jackson and BSAC colleagues (shellfish restoration), Steve Papp (seagrass
restoration) and volunteers who delivered our onsite trials including Trav Howson, Craig Robertson,
David Stephenson, Chris Gates, Mike Crampton and Mike Burrell. Doug Bowers, a retired Principal
Civil Engineer with extensive experience in coastal studies and coastal engineering in SA provided
specialist expertise to ECF’s initiatives.

Volunteer gathering Feb 12th, 2020
It is hoped that the formation of a Port Adelaide chapter of OzFish might encourage more
recreational fishers to support and participate in restoration projects.
ECF has been fortunate to have the same core group of Board members since 2016 to safeguard the
governance of the Foundation.

ECF Board: Catherine McMahon, Vanessa Tulloch, Karina Albanese,
John Watson, Sam Taylor, Mitch Bacon & Dennis Steffensen
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Research
Supporting Researchers & Students
The work of the Foundation is attracting interest from around the world with calls coming to
respond to surveys or provide information to researchers, such as:
• Responding to a survey request from USA (Duke University) for information about our seagrass
trial and monitoring.
• Responding to a UK Masters of Science student, looking at biogenic reef restoration and measures
of success (who was interested in our shellfish restoration project).
Assistance has also been provided to local school students (a seagrass project) and university
undergraduates (seagrass restoration).

Governance
Fundraising
Fundraising continues to supplement the Foundation’s income. Karina Albanese does a great job in
selling chocolates through SA Water and donations are planned from Melanie Little through her
Beyond Bank community rewards account for ECF. The SA Herb Society donated following a
presentation to them.

Administration
Following changes resulting in the formation of Green Adelaide, our volunteers will in the future be
covered by insurance via Green Adelaide, rather than AMLR NRM. The Foundation also carries
insurance covering Public and Products Liability as well as Associations and Officials Insurance.
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